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Love is the ultimate outlaw.Although widowed attorney Hope Kendall cares deeply for President of
the Lost Kings MC, Rochlan "Rock" North, the truth is they come from completely different worlds.
Add to that the fact that they are also both headstrong people, and they have a very rough road
ahead of them.Real love isn't a fairy tale.For Rock that means introducing Hope to what it really
means to be part of his brutal and shady world, where the Lost Kings Motorcycle Club is his main
focus. For Hope it means accepting the things she can't change, and understanding that Rock is a
man who will do anything to keep her safe.Love doesn't follow any rules.As Rock continues to draw
Hope deeper into his world, painful misunderstandings, past relationships, and opposition from the
members of his club will threaten to drive them apart.How do a lawyer and a badass biker with a
heart of gold keep their love alive while their opposing worlds collide?Corrupting Cinderella is the
second book in the popular Lost Kings MC series. It should be read after Slow Burn. It is a
full-length novel with a HFN (Happy for Now) ending.
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I'd love,love,love to have a man like Rock ;) Ok, maybe not exactly coz Hope is a bit submissive
compared to my and my temper at times,and Rock whole attitude of " I'd rather ask forgiveness than
permission." Would wear thin/out Damn quick,I can't stunt secrets and lies,I need transparency I

any close relationship I have,I mean ok I get for everyone's safety there are things that just CAN'T
BE SAID,but that being said his whole "clear" as mud approach and I'll sin now and pay later would
piss me off 16 ways from Sunday and I'd be trying to kick his ass to the curb more often that Hope, I
mean just be clear about everything you can and be honest about what you can say and don't be so
quick to leave me in the dark when/if you didn't need to.... I love how Alpha dog he can be and
protective and loving he his and deep he's into her,but all the crisp he keeps from her that he does
at times just keep from making waves like sneaking behind back w/the tracking app. ? That shit
would have to go,being sneaky can make almost thing look/feel bad,Hope does get my last nerve at
times w/her flip/flop do I / don't behavior I'm strong but weak brave but clueless thing ( your with a
biker and you often work long hours alone and were attacked, take a damn self defense class or
something) geez... I just wish Hope would make her mind who and what she wants to be, claims to
be a passionate lawyer one sec, but doesn't really pursue any new clients and resents Rock
pushing towards her and resents taking a "free" class she needs to maintain her license to practice
law, I mean WTF, or like how she's deeply in love/lust w/Rock and his cock and can't get enough of
either but at the same time she's not eager to give her husbands stuff or the house and move on
w/her life,it's like the hokey pokey one foot in and one for out...

Corrupting Cinderella is the second book in the Lost Kings MC Series and the continuation of Rock
and Hope's story was full of emotion, heartbreak, action, and love. Now that Hope and Rock are
together, can a lawyer and the President of an MC co-exist?Hope is completely captivated by Rock.
His overbearing "take no prisoners" attitude consumes her. As Hope navigates her way through her
new "MC LIFE", she questions her ability to be the woman that Rock needs her to be. Some of
Rock's brothers are less than thrilled to have a civilian lawyer hanging around the club. Additionally,
there are plenty of Rock's former flings hanging around to remind Hope that she is out of her
league.Rock is head over heels in love with Hope. He is battling his loyalty to his club and his love
for Hope. It is evident that he must make some decisions on how to balance both. One thing is
certain, Rock and Hope are madly in love and he will kill anyone that tries to take her away from
him. But can he break down the walls that Hope herself has put up? With Rocks love and devotion
for Hope, anything is possible!Told in dual POV, Corrupting Cinderella was a stunning addition to
the series. I loved the internal battle that Hope and Rock had to face. The pacing was packed with
action, drama, tenderness, and steamy sex! (YES!!!!) When Hope and Rock are together, their
physical connection is explosive! The supporting characters continue to enhance the plot with their
witty banter and boisterous behavior. The character connections and loyal bonds are the driving

force of this series! To say I have fallen in love with the men of the LOKI MC would be the
understatement of the year.Overall, Corrupting Cinderella is a must read for MC Romance fans!

So, I just finished Slow Burn and Corrupting Cinderella. Love this series! Rock and Hope are
destined to be together. Hope is, I have to say a complex character in that she is at once terribly
naive for a lawyer, but she is also ballsy, compassionate, and Hopelessly (get it?) in love with a very
hot alpha biker. In the first book, Slow Burn, the two meet and it's instant sexual fireworks, but Hope
is married to a really nice guy, so Rock backs off. Tragedy strikes and Hope and Rock come
together. In Corrupting Cinderella we get to see how the dynamics of an outlaw biker and a lawyer
who are in love plays out. The road is hot, sexy, bumpy and complicated as Hope tries to adjust to
Rock's MC world. I thought her transition was very realistic. Things couldn't possibly be all rosy as
Hope tries to walk in two different worlds. Sometimes, I wanted to strangle her because after falling
in love with Rock she was a little dense as to how a alpha biker would navigate a serious
relationship. He was very over protective, but she, as a lawyer, should have understood that the
man had enemies. He's the President of a MC for f*** sakes! It took some eye rolling on my part
with this issue in the story. Still, I loved it. The other characters in the book are compelling as well
and I can't wait to read story numbers three and four. Wrath, Rock's Sargent At Arms is a character
that you will want to read more about. Trinity, the club girl, I don't want to call her a club whore
because she is so sweet. Rock protects her like a little sister and Wrath is so obviously in love with
her it's kind of funny. There is a lot of material here for many more books. The sex between Hope
and Rock is hot and the journey of their relationship as it travels to committed love is wonderful to
read.
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